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To all whom, it may cancer/"U: 
Be it known that I, JOHN FORMBY, a sub 

ject of the Queen of Great Britain and Ire 
land, residing at Formby Hall, Formby, in the 
county of Lancaster, England, have invented 
certain- new and useful Improvements in 
Means for Sighting Rifled Firearms,(for which 
I have made application for patent in Great 
Britain, dated July 5, 1899, No. 13,887,) of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to the means for 

sighting ri?ed ?rearms and has for its object 
to provide rapid and reliable means for sight 
ing whereby the greatest facility is afforded 
for picking up'a fresh aim with great rapidity 
and for maintaining the aim upon anyrap 
idly- moving object-such, for example, as 
a small body of troops-especially when ad 
vancing toward or retiring from the gun. 
One advantage of this invention is that me 

chanical adjustment is not necessary (as with 
the sliding leaf on ordinary sights) to take up 
or alter either range or sighting, but all meas 
urements, even the most minute, can be ac~ 
curately made by eye, which is an important 
simpli?cation and effects in practice a great 
saving of time. 

. Though principally designed for ?rearms 
using small-arm ammunition,my invention is 
applicable to artillery which can be pointed 
by hand and is laid rather by sight than by 
scale. , - 

My invention includes forming and using 
equal divisions or spaces of the back sight 
for elevation in shortening its scale, and in 
so constructing a single fore sight or a double 
fore sight for use in conjunction therewith as 
to allow of exact and minute subdivision of 
the said spaces of the back sight, both for 
elevation and for line. 
-In fully describing my invention I will re 

fer to the accompanying drawings,in which 
Figure l is a front elevation, and Fig. 1“ a 

plan, of my improved back sight; and Fig. 2 
is an elevation, and Fig. 2a a plan, of my im 
proved fore sight. Fig. 3 is a diagram show 
ing the back sight in dotted lines projected 
upon the fore sight in full lines, as when 
seen by the eye of the user. Fig. 4 is a range 
table which may be arranged in suitable posi 
tion upon the gun. Fig. ,5 is an elevation of 
a double fore sight, and Fig. dis a diagram 

illustrating the method of using the sights 
and the double fore sight for obtaining in 
creased range without using sights of incon 
venient dimensions. 
The improvements consist in arranging the 

scale of the back sight B, Figs. 1 and l“, hori 
zontally and vertically in equal and suitable, 
divisions throughout, which divisions are 
made, preferably, by cross-wires or the like 
Ct at b b, ?xed across the open frame 0 of the 
structure, and such horizontal and vertical 
distances are not necessarily of equal widths. 
I prefer to make the spaces 00 w (for lateral 
deviation for direction) between the vertical 
wires 1) b of the back sight B ?fty per cent. 
larger than those between the horizontal wires 
a a thereof, as illustrated. It will be seen 
that the scale indicated in Fig. 4: represents 
twosets of graduations, one marked “lower”, 
and one marked “ upper.” When the back 
sight is used in connection with the lower 
most fore sight, (represented in Fig. 5,) the 
scale marked “lower” is used and the proper 
cross-wire 00 is selected by means of this scale, 
the lines’ of which correspond with the wires 
of the scale. When the range is such that 
the upper fore sight is used, then the proper 
cross-wire a of the back sight is selected by 
means of the scale marked “upper.” Sup 
posing that it is desired to sight to a half 
distance between any two distancesindicated 
on the scale and taking, for example, nine 
hundred and seventy-?ve yards, the half-dis 
tance between the cross-Wires ranged at nine 
hundred and one thousand and ?fty yards, 
respectively, would be found as follows: The 
gunner, with his eye on the ?xed point Z of 
the front sight, would adjust the gun until 
the cross-wire marked 90 on the scale was in 
line with said point l, which would give the 
range for nine hundred yards. He would 
then continue to adjust the gun, permitting 
the line of sight to drop on the fore sight 
until the wire 90 is in line with the crossing 
points Z” of the wires, which would give the 
proper position for the half-distance or range 
of nine hundred‘and seventy-?ve yards. This 
would be as small a subdivision as would be 
needed. The fact that this necessitates the re 
ferring of the eye to another point on the fore 
sight than the sighting-point is immaterial in 
practice, the points being so close together. I 
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maystate by Way of direction thatIhave found 
by experience that ?fteen one-hundredt-hs of 
an inch between horizontal wires and twenty 
two and one-half one-hundredths'of an inch 
between vertical wires to be good pro portions 
for the sight, though of course I do not limit 
myself to any speci?c widths. The fore sight 
may consist of an open frame, such as F, with 
diagonal pairs of cross-wires d d d d’, form 
ing a lozenge in the center, as illustrated in 
Figs. 2 and 3, and it is so constructed that by 
its use the spaces m a: on the back sight B, de 
scribed, can be accurately and minutely sub 
divided by the observer, both vertically and 
horizontally——1 hat is to say, both for elevation 
and for line. The wires d d’ are somewhat 
thicker than those a b of the back sight B 
and are stretched diagonally across the frame 
F and so spaced to take up apparently slightly 
less space than the horizontal wires of the 
back sight between the top and bottom of the 
lozenge when seen as shown in Fig. 3. It is 
evident that this spacing will vary according 
to the relative distances intended to be kept 
between the observer’s eye and the sights. I 
prefer to fix the back sight ‘B about half-way 
between the eye of the observer and the fore 
sight F, and the sights to be practically the 
same distance apart as in an ordinary ri?e or 
?rearm, in which case the diagonal pairs of 
wires dd’ of the fore sight may be spaced at 
the same distance apart as the horizontal 
wires to a of the back sight. A nominal scale 
of yards for each cross-wire Ct at is conveniently 
arranged upon or in connection with the gun 
where it can be easily read. I have shown, 
for example, in Fig. 4 such a scale, the tens 
of yards marked thereon being calculated on 
the principle of the ordinary trajectory of the 
Lee-Metford ri?e. This example is not, of 
course, arbitrary. To facilitate counting, 
small studs or projections, such as s s, are 
?xed outside the frame 0 opposite the ends of 
every third or fourth cross-wire a a, Figs. 1 
and l“. WVith this system of cross-wires I 
may combine an ordinary sliding shallow V 
back sight,which in its lowest position,in con 
junction with the bead fore sight, forms an 
emergency short-range sight, but which in 
cases Where the cross-wires are dif?cult to ob 
serve may he slid up or down the frame 
and used under conditions when it is di?icnlt 
or impossible to de?ne the cross~wires. This 
emergency-sight consists of a bead fore sight, 
such as R, Figs. 2, 3, and 5, mounted on the 
sloped shoulders of a solid block 9. The ad 
ditional back sight consists of a very broad 
and shallow V-shaped piece T, the bottom of 
which is made ?at for a short breadth at 15. 
Its arrangement on the back sight is shown in 
plan in Fig. 1“. These sights are preferably 
placed at the level of one or more exact sub 
divisions of the back sight below its lowest 
cross-wire a’, so that the bead fore sight R can 
be used with the cross-wires a,’ a, if desired. 
In using my improved sights I prefer to 

sight over the top of the lozenge in the fore 

sight; but its center or lower angle may be 
used, if desired. 

In machine-guns especially, which should 
be sighted accurately to extreme ranges in 
order to get full or increased range without 
necessitating an inconvenient height of back 
sight, I may employ two similar fore sights, as 
shown at F F’, Fig. 5, carried in one frame. 
The vertical distance Z, Fig. 5, apart of these 
two sights should be equal to the length of 
scale of the back sight-2'. e., the distance be 
tween the top and bottom wire thereof—so 
that the sight from the top of the back sight 
and the uppermost fore sight F’ should give 
the same range as that from the bottom of the 
back sight and the lowermost fore sight F. 
Thus I am able to obtain a practically-con 
tinuous scale on changing from the lower to 
the upper fore sight. The distance between 
the level of the lowest sight t and thatof the 
upper part of the gun-barrel will of course 
vary with the construction of guns. 
The vertical wires are arranged to cooper 

ate with the intersecting wires of the front 
sight in order to allow for drifting or devia 
tion of the projectile, the vertical wires being 
spaced to correspond with a known amount 
of deviation, so that by lateral adjustment of 
the arm one of the side spaces is brought into 
line with the intersecting point of the front 
sight. 
A scale may be used to indicate the amount 

of deviation to which each vertical wire cor 
responds; but it is not deemed necessary to 
show this in the drawings. 
In all cases I arrange the frames 0 of the 

sights with the thickness of the metal pre 
sented edgewise or endwise to the eye of the 
observer, the broad part being longitudinal 
of the barrel for better focusing and de?ni 
tion of distant objects, and especially in dull 
or hazy lights. I also hinge the front sight, 
as shown at h in Fig. 5, so that it can be fold 
ed down when not in use. 
Having now described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is-— 

1. Means for sighting ?rearms by the eye 
alone comprising a back sight divided by 
vertical and horizontal wires, said horizontal 
wires being so spaced that each corresponds 
to a known range, and a fore sight compris 
ing wires extending in a different direction 
relatively to those of the back sight and ar 
ranged to subdivide the spaces in said back 
sight, substantially as described. ' 

2. Means for sighting ?rearms by the eye 
alone, comprising a back sight divided by 
vertical and horizontal wires, said horizontal 
wires being so spaced that each corresponds 
with a known range, and a double fore sight, 
each portion of which has wires extending in 
a di?erent direction relatively to those of the 
back sight and arranged to subdivide the 
spaces in said back sight, the lower part 
of the said double fore sight serving as a 
means for enabling the scale of the back sight 
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to be used twice over and keeping the size of 
the back sight within reasonable limits, sub 
stantially as described. 

3. The means for sighting ri?ed ?rearms by 
the eye alone comprising a framed back sight 
divided by vertical and horizontal wires into 
spaces, said horizontal wires being so spaced 
that each corresponds with a known range, 
for use in conjunction with a single or double 
fore sight consisting of a‘ frame mounted 
on the barrel and having wires diagonally 
stretched therein in such manner as to divide 
up the spaces of the back sight, substantially 
as and for the purpose herein described. 

4. For sighting ri?ed ?rearms a back sight 
consisting of a folding frame having wires 
stretched vertically and horizontally across 
same, said horizontal wires being so spaced 

that each corresponds with a known range, 
and a sliding sight across same in combina 
tion with a fore sight consisting of a single or 
double folding frame having wires stretched 
diagonally across it or them and a bead-sight 
below same, the thickness of the metal form 
ing the frames being in all cases presented 
to the eye and the breadth of the said metal 
being disposed longitudinally of the gun, sub 
stantially as described for the purpose stated. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto signed 
my name in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. - ' 

JOHN FORMBY. 
Witnesses: 

ETHEL 0. SMITH, 
HENRY HART. 
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